
Name: Current Level: Progress Jury/Level up Jury

Score Needs Major Support (0) Emerging (1) Developing (2) Proficient (3) Junior Recital 
Ready

Exemplary (4) Senior 
Recital Ready

TECHNIQUE

Scales

Struggles to play major, 
harmonic, minor, melodic minor, 

and chromatic scales in 16th 
notes at 120. 

Can play all major, harmonic 
minor, melodic minor, and 

chromatic scales in 16th notes at 
120.

Can play all major, harmonic 
minor, melodic minor, and 

chromatic scales in 16th notes at 
132.

Can play all major, harmonic 
minor, melodic minor, and 

chromatic scales in 16th notes 
at 138.

Can play all major, 
harmonic minor, melodic 

minor, and chromatic scales 
in 16th notes at 144.

Solos
Is unable to play 2 transcribed 
solos from memory and with 

90% accuracy. 

Can play at least 2 transcribed 
solos from memory and with 90% 

accuracy. 

Can play at least 4 transcribed 
solos from memory and with 

90% accuracy. 

Can play at least 6 transcribed 
solos from memory and with 

90% accuracy. 

Can play at least 8 
transcribed solos from 
memory and with 90% 

accuracy. 

Accent Lacks a competent swing/jazz 
accent.

Demontrates a competent 
swing/jazz accent at times but 

lacks consistency. 

Demontrates a consistent 
competent swing/jazz accent

Demontrates a consistent 
competent swing/jazz accent

Demontrates a consistent 
competent swing/jazz 

accent

Blues

Is unable to play blues with 75 
percent language in any key and 
is unable to develop a competent 

jazz solo. 

Can play F blues with 75 percent 
language and develop a competent 

jazz solo

Can play Bb, Eb blues with 75 
percent language and develop a 

competent jazz solo

Can play Ab, Db blues with 
75 percent language and 

develop a competent jazz solo

Can play Gb, B blues with 
75 percent language and 
develop a competent jazz 

solo

Jazz Standards Is unable to play a simple jazz 
standard with 50% language. 

Can play a simple jazz standard 
with 50% language

Can play 5 standards with 65% 
language

Can play 10 standards with 
70% language

Can play 15-20 standards 
with 75% language

Timing Is unable to demonstrate playing 
in time or swing. Can play in time and swing Can play in time and swing Can play in time and swing Can play in time and swing.

Assessment:
Progress Jury: Acceptable                 Unacceptable

Adjudicator: 
Level Up Jury: Pass      Retake(following semester)           Fail

Notes:


